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Crypto Watchtower was created to help people make informed decisions about Crypto investing.
Blockchain is a revolutionary technology, that we have the pleasure of witnessing grow and
evolve firsthand. The biggest risk in our opinion to Blockchain is the insecurity and volatility of the
market brought about by misleading and false projects. Watchtower seeks to provide more
certainty into Cryptocurrency projects from a fundamental risk rating perspective as opposed to
apeing into a project based on Fear of missing out and hype. 

Watchtower’s objective is to identify Scam and high-risk tokens to prevent monetary loss to new
and inexperienced Crypto investors.

Utilising our Charts, Smart Contract audits and rug pull scanning utility, Watchtower seeks to
provide early detection of Scams and share this knowledge openly to the Cryptocurrency
community. 

The motivation to create Watchtower by our developers stemmed from a number of community
members being scammed and well-known tokens being rug pulled without any remorse from the
scammers. 
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With the growth of DeFi tokens scams are becoming more frequent and harder to track.

A reliable utility is necessary to assist with Crypto investment into safer projects.  

In order to protect investors and assist with the adoption of Blockchain and Cryptocurrency,
Watchtower will provide the Anti-Scam utility for the benefit of the whole Blockchain community. 

A “Rug Pull” Scanner utility is currently a necessity in the decentralised exchange market which
Watchtower is working to provide.
 
An Example of our utility can be viewed on our telegram page in anticipation of our website utility
roll out in July 2021.  
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(Launched on Pancake Swap 27/06/2021) Market Cap at 29/06/2021 ($1M) 

1Quadrillion Total Supply without the possibility of more tokens being minted.

10-20% Pre-Launch and Liquidity raising IDO

30% Public Sale 

10% LP 

Remaining Tokens will subsequently be burned. (Minimum 40% at launch) - COMPLETED

Token Information
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10% Tax which consists of the following:

3% 3% 2% 2% 

Reflections to
holders

Liquidity raising
(100% Locked

Forever) 

Burn
(Deflationary)

Research and
Development to

consistently grow
the project.
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Tokenomics of Watchtower include
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The Token value will be supported by the requirement to hold a certain value in order to use 
higher functions of the website utility. The website utility will be launched at no cost initially for a 
certain period of time and will only allow uses a limited number of uses until they login and 
connect their wallet proving they hold Watchtower WTW tokens.

Watchtower Contract Address

0x1967abfdc4ae7961c5a8a5395469222260c27c02
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The start up funds to begin development were invested by CEO of Watchtower Joseph Faker who
has been doxed along with a number of members of the Watchtower team. 

Some of the development work is outsourced to a Solutions delivery team that work closely with
the developers. Solution delivery team works under a Non Disclosure Agreement.  

The Website development has already started with Website design UI already released to current
holders.
Watchtower has already begun providing reviews and audits on tokens awaiting launch to
community members through telegram and twitter.

A number of Projects that have been audited and test already in our utility have been Identified as
Rug pulls and investors were warned with successful results in preventing monetary loss. 

Our utility is live on our telegram and discord and is currently free for the community to use:
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